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Abstract  
As interest in randomization has grown within the computing community, the number of pseudorandom value generators (PRVGs) at developers’ disposal dramatically increased. Today, developers lack the tools necessary to obtain optimal behavior from their PRVGs. We provide the first deep study into the tradeoffs among the PRVGs in the C++ standard, finding no silver bullet for all programs and architectures. With this in mind, we have built PRV Jeeves, the first fully automatic PRVG selector. We demonstrate that when compiling widely-used, highly optimized programs with PRV Jeeves, we are able to cut execution time by 34% on average. This enhancement comes at no cost to developers.

1 Introduction  
Interest in randomized algorithms has steadily grown within the computing community throughout the last several decades. Randomization has pervaded nearly every subfield of computer science, and is notably visible in encryption, machine learning, data analytics, robotics, and Internet of Things applications. Furthermore, there are no signs of reversing this trend in the near future.

Pseudorandom value generators (PRVGs) are at the core of most random programs. As their importance has grown, so too has their variety. This growth has notably been reflected in the widely adopted C++ programming language. Starting in C++11, the C++ steering committee has added one common interface to several varied, templated, and composable PRVGs as part of the language definition [2]. Today, C++ developers have dramatically more degrees of freedom to choose PRVGs that best suit their needs.

With so many options, the knowledge and effort required to construct the right PRVG goes beyond reasonable expectation for most programmers. In order to choose the best PRVG for an application, a developer needs to have a full understanding of the many tradeoffs in performance, memory consumption, and quality of randomness of all available PRVGs. This requires an understanding of the theoretical background of each PRVG’s design, and while some select developers may have this knowledge, it is relatively uncommon. Furthermore, this paper demonstrates that these tradeoffs are architecture dependent. Hence, even if a developer does have the right background, to make an application optimal across platforms, he or she will have to write a PRVG that adapts to each target micro-architecture. The result would require hours of careful consideration into what is generally a tiny fraction of the total lines of code for any codebase. As such, the great majority of software relies on a single PRVG for all situations: rand(). This approach completely gives up on an immense opportunity to optimize program behavior across many potential dimensions.

Currently, developers are stuck with these two choices: use a simple, non-optimal PRVG, or take on the massive onus to make the right choice. Therefore, we propose migrating this decision to the compiler. Compilers have a long and successful history of abstracting away some of the most difficult decisions that developers originally had to make, such as mapping program variables to architectural registers and selecting the architectural instructions to perform higher-level program tasks. We propose adding one more decision to this compilation job list: the selection of PRVGs.

To explore the benefits possible from such a compiler extension, we have built the first fully automatic pseudorandom
value generator selector. Our PRVG selector is built as an extension to the widely used Clang compiler, and as such, our system targets generic, unmodified C++ code. Without any added burden to the developers, our system analyzes the program given as input to identify the uses of PRVGs defined by standard libraries (e.g., rand()). Our compiler then iteratively tests substituting various replacements, drawn from a database of PRVGs, for each independent PRVG in the original code, until it converges on an optimal selection. Our autotuner drives this search, exploring the impact of each PRVG for the specific target architecture.

Our compiler decreases the overall execution time of the randomized PARSEC benchmarks by 34% on average, while preserving the original output quality. This speedup comes at no cost to developers, as it allows programmers to save time and effort in both development and maintenance. With our compiler, a developer may simply choose the first PRVG that comes to mind (e.g., rand()) and obtain better performance than even a carefully hand-tuned PRVG.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. First, to motivate our problem, we dive into the complex tradeoff space among the PRVGs available in C++11 (Section 2). To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study of this kind. Then, we describe the design and implementation of our compiler and explain how it selects PRVGs (Section 3). Finally, we detail how we evaluated our system and demonstrate the performance benefits we have obtained on a widely adopted benchmark suite through automatic PRVG selection (Section 4). We conclude with an analysis of related work within this space (Section 5).

2 Opportunity

As interest in randomness has grown, the sheer number of PRVGs available to developers has skyrocketed. Unfortunately, developers’ understanding of these PRVGs has not kept up. To characterize the current state of the PRVG space, we provide the first analysis of the various PRVGs available in C++. In this section, we detail the criteria we used for analyzing each PRVG, and we present a series of tradeoffs that developers need to make when choosing a PRVG. Our conclusion is that there is no silver bullet for PRVGs - the right decision depends on the target program, the target platform, and the user-specific constraints, and it is too time consuming for most developers to make.

Modern C++ provides a plethora of PRVGs. Since C++11, the <random> header [1] has provided three PRVG templates, each with many degrees of freedom in instantiation. For example, linear_congruential_engine and subtract_with_carry_engine each have 3 template parameters, while mersenne_twister_engine has 13. On top of these, the header provides two numerical adaptors that can be composed with any of the generators to provide further transformations to the random values produced. These adaptors are themselves also templated: discard_block_engine with 2 parameters, and shuffle_order_engine with 1. Should a

Figure 1. The tradeoff space between randomness and latency of PRVGs. The y-axis measures quality of random values generated by each PRVG by fitness to the birthday spacings theorem, and the x-axis measures average latency to obtain a single random value CPU cycles. These results were measured across all PRVG instantiations in C++11 on a 16-core Intel® Xeon® CPU with 32 GB DRAM. Visualizing the tradeoff reveals a pareto frontier, where the ideal PRVG would be at the origin. Here, we have zoomed in on the PRVGs near the inflection point of the pareto curve, which shows that there is no clear winner across both dimensions.

Figure 2. The tradeoff space between randomness and memory consumption of PRVGs. The setup is the same as Figure 1 except for the x-axis, which here measures the median working set size across several snapshots of program execution. Like Figure 1, there is no clear winner for all needs. However, note certain stark departures from Figure 1, especially the presence of the ranlux48 and ranlux24 generators on the inflection point of pareto curve. The optimal choices in the randomness-memory and randomness-latency tradeoffs, respectively, may be very different.
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Figure 3. A comparison of the randomness-latency tradeoff space across two different micro-architectures. The blue curve with broader dashes is the same data shown in Figure 1, measured on server-grade hardware. The purple curve with smaller dashes measures randomness vs latency on a Lenovo Thinkpad with a dual-core Intel® Core® i5 CPU and 8 GB DRAM. Several differences are immediately visible between the two platforms, such as the vast latency disparity for the knuth_b generator, but note in particular that both the ranlux24_base and ranlux48_base generators lie on the pareto frontier for the server, whereas neither do for the laptop.

With so many options, programmers find themselves swimming in an ocean of potential tradeoffs, and they therefore currently tend to have a poor understanding of the behavior of these PRVGs. Instead of using the PRVGs supplied by the standard, programmers generally take one of two strategies when they need pseudorandom values. Most programmers still use the old, simple PRVGs provided by C, such as rand() and drand48(). A few programmers with deeper knowledge of pseudorandomness may opt to write their own custom PRVGs for their specific program. This approach is of course inaccessible to any developer without this knowledge, but even those with the ability to write a custom PRVG often end up writing one with behavior similar to one already provided by the C++ standard. For example, bodytrack from the PARSEC benchmark suite comes with a custom PRVG that exhibits behavior nearly identical to C++’s knuth_b engine. Regardless of approach, C++ developers seem to lack an understanding of the PRVGs at their disposal.

To gain a better understanding of the PRVG’s available in C++, we created a series of simple micro-benchmarks to help evaluating each PRVG along several dimensions. Since it would be infeasible to analyze every possible instantiation of each PRVG template, we have decided to focus on the 9 default instantiations provided by the C++ standard. Each micro-benchmark draws 1.1 billion random values using one PRVG - a number large enough to guarantee significant latency values and obscure any noise in latency due to setup and cleanup code in the C++ runtime. We used these micro-benchmarks to measure the latency, memory consumption, and quality of random values produced by each PRVG.

Latency We measured the latency of each PRVG by using the Linux program perf to measure the total number of cycles for the program’s execution. We divide this number by the total number of pseudorandom values drawn to obtain the mean number of cycles to draw a single value.

Randomness We computed the quality of randomness of the series of PRVGs our micro-benchmarks produce. We borrowed the well known birthday spacings test from Marsaglia’s Diehard Battery of Tests of Randomness [36] to evaluate quality of randomness, which hypothesizes that for any bag of random numbers drawn from a large interval, the distances between each pair of points should be exponentially distributed. We calculated these distances and measured the chi-squared goodness of fit of each bag of distances to an exponential curve.

Memory Consumption Finally, to measure memory consumption, we used massif from the valgrind tool suite [42] to take several snapshots of the working set size of each micro-benchmark across its execution. Predictably, each PRVG had a fairly constant working set size throughout the entire program execution; however, we found that the C++ runtime introduces a brief, significant memory overhead at the startup of any C++ program. Therefore, we used median working set size as our metric for memory consumption, which we found more accurately characterizes the memory profile of each micro-benchmark.

2.2 Platforms

To understand how PRVG behavior varies across micro-architectures, we ran our micro-benchmarks on two different platforms. The first, which we designate as server, is a 16-core 16-core Intel® Xeon® CPU with 32 GB DRAM. The

these micro-benchmarks to characterize the latency, memory consumption, and quality of randomness of several C++ PRVGs. We perform this analysis across two very different platforms. The results yield a complex tradeoff space, with different behavior across different metrics and no clear, architecture-independent, program-independent winners.
second, which we designate as laptop, is a Lenovo Thinkpad with a dual-core Intel® Core® i5 CPU and 8 GB DRAM. For further information on each platform, see section 4.1.

2.3 Results

Latency vs Randomness Comparing the latency and randomness metrics that we obtained for each PRVG, we found a rich tradeoff space. We first collected data on our server; plotting randomness vs latency, our PRVG’s roughly fit to a pareto frontier. Figure 1 visualizes the inflection point of the pareto curve, where a hypothetical PRVG with 0 latency and perfect randomness would be at the origin. Generally, PRVGs with higher latency have better randomness, while those with lower latency have worse randomness. There is no PRVG that appears to be a clear best choice for both high performance and high quality of random values.

Memory vs Randomness Comparing the memory consumption of each PRVG to its quality of randomness, we found another, different tradeoff space. Figure 2 shows the tradeoff between randomness and working set size on our server. Like the tradeoff between randomness and latency, this tradeoff forms a pareto frontier, where gaining quality of randomness generally requires a sacrifice in memory consumption and vice versa. However, the pareto frontier is clearly different from the randomness-latency frontier. Note that, for example, both the ranlux48 and the ranlux24 PRVGs lie very close to the inflection point of this pareto frontier. These PRVGs have, by far, the longest latency of any in C++, and therefore lie nowhere near the inflection point of the randomness-latency frontier. In general, the tradeoff space between memory consumption and randomness differs significantly from the tradeoff space between latency and randomness.

Memory vs Latency Across Architectures Finally, we found that the tradeoff between latency and randomness varies significantly across our two platforms. Figure 3 shows overlays the randomness-latency pareto frontiers generated by both our server and our laptop, showing clear differences. For example, the ranlux24_base and ranlux48_base PRVGs both lie on the pareto frontier for our server, but neither of them appear on the pareto frontier for our laptop.

Conclusion To summarize, there is a rich tradeoff space between latency and randomness of PRVGs, which varies across different micro-architectures, and which differs greatly from the equally-rich tradeoff space between memory consumption and randomness. With so many potentially conflicting tradeoffs, the decision of the best PRVG to use even for a specific micro-architecture requires an expert in pseudo-randomness who knows exactly the desired behavior for a specific program to make an optimal decision. Furthermore, even if a project has such an expert, there is no single PRVG that will be optimal across platforms.

3 The PRV Jeeves Solution

Based on the results of our micro-benchmarks, we argue that compilers should select the PRVGs that a program uses, not developers. To substantiate this claim, we have built the first fully automatic PRVG selector. Our compiler, implemented on top of the LLVM framework [31], takes a standard C++ program as input, analyzes it to find all locations and uses of PRVGs, and replaces each one with an optimal PRVG for its specific use in the program and its behavior on the target micro-architecture. We leverage state-of-the-art autotuning, profiling, and alias analysis to select the best option from an extensible database of PRVGs. Furthermore, we provide a well-founded, custom statistical analysis to verify that the binaries we generate maintain the original level of output quality.

3.1 PRV Jeeves in a Nutshell

PRV Jeeves is a fully automatic compilation flow that takes a generic C++ program and it generates a semantically-equivalent binary for the target platform. The binary is generated by replacing the originally-used PRVGs with the goal of minimizing a cost function (e.g., execution time) provided by a developer. This is performed while maintaining the same output quality of the original code.

To perform the described optimization, PRV Jeeves consists of a feedback loop between LLVM passes, an autotuner, and a profiler. This feedback loop is powered by a PRVG database, and a set of application-specific output distortion evaluators.

The front-end compiler. The input of PRV Jeeves is a set of C++ source files. The front-end compiler of PRV Jeeves translates the source files given as input into a single LLVM bitcode file (IR in Figure 4). Merging all code into a single bitcode file is important to obtain high accuracy from the alias analyses that are later used.

The middle-end compiler. The LLVM bitcode generated by the front-end compiler is consumed by the middle-end compiler. The middle-end compiler analyzes the bitcode for all locations and uses of PRVGs (e.g., a call to rand()) and computes the design space of valid PRVG options (e.g., using drand48() rather than rand()). To do so, alias analyses is used to track the states of the PRVGs used. The output of the middle-end compiler is a new IR file generated by modifying the input IR to make it amenable to selecting different PRVGs. While not fundamental, these IR changes simplified the design of the back-end compiler of PRV Jeeves. Finally, the middle-end compiler generates the design space composed by all PRVG options that can be chosen.

The autotuning loop and the back-end compiler. The rest of the system forms a closed feedback loop. The design space generated by the middle-end compiler becomes the input to our autotuner, which iteratively selects new configurations of PRVGs to test. The back-end compiler takes the
Figure 4. The overall design of the PRV Jeeves compiler. Developers supply a C++ program, along with an application-specific output distortion function and a ground-truth oracle output file. In addition to our middle-end, which analyzes the program for PRVGs, our core contribution is highlighted by the red arrows: a feedback loop between our autotuner, which searches for the best set of PRVGs; our back-end compiler, which instruments the code to use them; and our profiler, which measures the improvement for binary tested. The output is a semantically equivalent but more performant binary.

PRVG locations computed by the middle-end compiler, the IR of the program, and it transforms the code according to the configuration chosen by the autotuner. Then, the back-end compiler generates the binary of the target platform. Finally, PRV Jeeves runs the code several times using training inputs provided by the user. These runs profile the code according to a cost function chosen by developers (e.g., execution time), and we check to see how distorted its output is when compared to an oracle output (provided by developers). The end result is a binary semantically equivalent to the original program, but more performant.

3.2 PRVG Database
Crucial to our design is a finite but extensible database of PRVGs that our compiler can target. Because not all PRVGs can replace all the others, the database is subdivided by both the type of value that the PRVG produces and the underlying distribution that the PRVG draws from. Furthermore, within each of these sub-categories, the list of PRVGs is enumerated. Currently, our design only seeks to characterize the behavior of those PRVGs guaranteed by the standard in C++11 and later versions. Since C++ decouples distribution from engine, we support several distributions, including uniform, normal, and exponential. For each distribution, our database currently contains 14 PRVGs that produce ints and 11 PRVGs that produce doubles. For each of these PRVGs, the database stores an LLVM bitcode file preprepared for integration into an input bitcode program. Users of PRV Jeeves can easily extend our database to also consider other PRVGs.

Pass 1: PRVG Identification This pass of the middle-end compiler takes a program in LLVM bitcode and our PRVG database, identifies the PRVGs used by the code, and it computes the initial design space for the autotuner.

PRVGs need to be identified based on their states. A PRVG is defined by a state (a state is used to generate a new random value and then it is updated), its algorithm (e.g., knuth_b), and its value distribution (e.g., uniform distribution). The first task of this pass is to describe each PRVG found in the code in these three dimensions.

This compilation pass is conservative: only PRVGs that can be unambiguously and completely described are logged. Hence, only these PRVGs will be considered in the optimization performed by the autotuner. This pass of the middle-end compiler could miss a PRVG if, for example, its state cannot be detected precisely. This can happen if a pointer of a state is read from memory and our alias analyses cannot define a unique instruction that must have allocated it. Hence, this is a safe code transformation only if the information about which instruction have allocated the state is correct.

PRVGs can be divided into reentrant and non-reentrant. Reentrant PRVGs allocate some state and modify this state directly on each function call; in these cases, we log a tuple containing the single allocation of each PRVG object and each use of that object. Non-reentrant PRVGs are stand-alone function calls which modify some global state that is hidden to the programmer (e.g., rand()); in these cases, we simply log the line number of each function call in the bitcode. The output of this first pass of the middle-end compiler is this list of unique PRVG locations.

3.3 Middle-End Compiler
Our middle-end compiler is responsible for the required program analyses. It takes an LLVM bitcode program as input, logs the location of every PRVG allocation and use, and computes the PRVG design space for the autotuner. It consists of two passes: a first pass to compute a conservative version of this design space, and a second pass to shrink it and thereby shorten the search for an optimal configuration.
Additionally, this compilation pass generates the design space for our autotuner. We describe the design space as a tuple of dimensions, with one dimension per unique PRVG. To determine the cardinality of each dimension, we determine the type of value that each PRVG produces (e.g., int, float), and we refer to our database to find the total number of candidate PRVGs to which we can transform it. For example, if a program contains an invocation of rand() and no other PRVGs, our first pass identifies such invocation, find that it returns an int drawn from a uniform distribution, note that our database currently stores 14 different PRVGs that produce uniform ints, and output a design space of (14).

**Pass 2: Invocation Counting** The second compilation pass in our middle-end compiler aims to shrink the design space described by the previous pass. It does so by eliminating points of this design space corresponding to PRVGs that are never (or rarely) invoked at run time. Eliminating such points have the only effect of reducing the set of possible options that the autotuner has.

Our front-end compiler generates the IR by invoking clang using its code optimizations (-O3). Doing so, clang performs aggressive optimizations such as function inlining and loop peeling. Sometimes these code transformations lead to dead code (a function that is not invoked anymore) or code that is rarely executed.

The autotuner considers each point in the design space when selecting configurations. So, if any PRVGs fall entirely in dead regions of code or in one that is rarely executed, the autotuner’s search for the optimal configuration will still waste time trying to find the best PRVG that will never or rarely be used. This observation led us designing the second compilation pass of the middle-end compiler: delete PRVGs that are never or rarely used. Our second compilation pass removes such PRVGs from our design space by instrumenting our input program with counters for each PRVG. It adds one global variable per each PRVG identified by the first pass, increments this variable right after each invocation of each PRVG, and invokes a function right before program exit to dump all these invocation counts to an output file. We compile this modified program to binary and run it to obtain the invocation counts, and if any PRVG is never invoked (or invoked less than 10 times), we remove its corresponding point from the design space and its locations from our log.

The middle-end compiler runs only once the program compiled. Once it has produced the design space to input to the autotuner and the PRVG location log to input to the back-end compiler, the compiler enters the phase at which it spends most of its execution: a feedback loop between the autotuner, the back-end compiler, and the profiler, each of which is described next.

### 3.4 Autotuner

The autotuner of PRV Jeeves iteratively tries to select the best configuration of the PRVGs identified by the middle-end compiler. This autotuner is built on top of the OpenTuner framework [6]. It takes two inputs, a description of the PRVG design space and a cost function, and it tests various configurations within that design space to try to optimize the cost function. The default cost function is the end-to-end execution time of the compiled program. However, other cost functions are available (e.g., energy consumption, peak memory).

Each time the autotuner is invoked, the design space defines the legal set of configurations it can choose. As previously mentioned, we represent the design space as a tuple of dimensions; each dimension is interpreted by the autotuner as a set of independent switches, such that the selection of one switch does not impact the selection of any other switch. Each time the autotuner is invoked, for each dimension in the design space, it selects a point less than the cardinality of that dimension - in the previous example, if the autotuner sees a design space of (14), it returns a tuple where each point is some value between 0 and 13, such as (4) or (2).

Over iterative invocations of the autotuner, the autotuner uses its own selection history and the cost function to attempt to make better choices. In its first invocation, the autotuner selects a random configuration. Later in the feedback loop, the profiler determines a cost of that execution. The autotuner stores this cost in a database, and, in each subsequent execution, it uses a suite of machine learning to try to predict a configuration that will produce a cost more optimal with respect to the cost function. For example, if a developer chooses minimizing total memory footprint as a cost function and objective, and the autotuner will analyze trends across past runs to predict a configuration with a lower memory footprint than any it has seen before.

The purpose of the autotuner is to accelerate the average time to find the ideal or near-ideal configuration for the design space. The developer specifies the length of time that the compiler executes, and if let run indefinitely, the autotuner will eventually evaluate every point any design space to find the best configuration. This is the only guarantee with respect to optimality; however, our experience has been that it generally takes a small fraction of the total possible configurations for the autotuner to find the optimal selection.

### 3.5 Back-End Compiler

Once the autotuner has chosen a configuration to test, our back-end compiler transforms each PRVG according to the autotuner’s decision and compiles the bitcode program to binary. This compiler interprets each point in the configuration provided by the autotuner as the index of the PRVG in our database within the target data type and distribution. In
Figure 5. A histogram of output distortion levels of 100 executions of bodytrack. The distribution appears to be exponential in nature, making it hard to draw conclusions about the population of all output distortions from a random sample.

lock step, the pass iterates over both the unique PRVGs in the location log file produced by the middle end, as well as the points in the configuration. If the PRVG is reentrant, then the pass transforms the program to allocate the PRVG object that the autotuner selected, and it transforms each associated invocation to use that object. If the PRVG is non-reentrant, unless the exact same PRVG has already been selected in the same configuration, the pass allocates the corresponding PRVG object as a global variable, and it transforms that function call to use that object. Should any subsequent points in the configuration correspond to the same PRVG, they all use the same object as the first one. Once all PRVGs have been transformed, the back-end compiler uses an LLVM backend to compile the resulting bitcode to binary.

3.6 Profiler
The profiler runs the binary and computes the cost of the program according to the cost function specified to the autotuner. The profiler is extensible, and the choice of what profiler to use depends on what the programmer wants to optimize. This paper focuses on studying performance, so we use the Linux program *perf* to compute the total number of clock cycles needed to execute the binary. We run each binary several times and try to minimize the total number of cycles across all executions as our cost function. Future users may use any profiler available to them, or potentially several in combination, as long as they can produce some number as a cost that the profiler can report to the autotuner.

3.7 Output Distortion Evaluator
One final, but equally critical component of our system is the output distortion evaluator. This evaluator compares the quality of the output produced by each binary we generate to the quality of the output produced by the baseline program. We reject any binary whose output is more distorted than the baseline program.

For each configuration, the output distortion evaluator determines whether the corresponding program produced acceptable output. Along with each benchmark we target, we provide a file containing a ground-truth set of output values. We also provide an application-specific module that can compare any output from that program to ground-truth and compute a metric representing output quality. Before targeting a new benchmark, we run it many times, unmodified, and we utilize this module to compute the output quality for each of these program executions. We use the mean of these output quality values as our threshold for our compiler.

In order to understand how we compare the output quality of a binary that we produce to output quality of the unmodified program, one must understand how output quality varies. Next we use bodytrack as example, but similar results are obtained with all the randomized benchmarks of PARSEC. Figure 5 shows a histogram of the output quality values computed from 100 executions of bodytrack, where lower values correspond to higher quality. Output quality tends to fit to an exponential distribution; most of the time, output quality is very high, but fairly frequently, a binary will produce much lower quality output.

Exponential distributions are typically very difficult to characterize and compare. Conceptually, we seek to estimate the output quality we should expect in the next program execution; in an exponential distribution, this is the mean value. However, exponential distributions require extremely large sample sizes to generalize information about the underlying population.

To circumvent this difficulty, we utilize the Central Limit Theorem to gain more insight from our data and decide whether to accept a configuration. The Central Limit Theorem states that for any distribution, there is some minimum number of samples such that, with a large enough sample...
size, the distribution of the means of all samples is normally distributed. Therefore, in our system, we iteratively collect samples of several executions of our generated binary, and measure the mean output distortion of each of these samples. The sample size is left to the developer, although we have found 30 to be suitable. The system iteratively draws more samples until the means of these samples pass D’Agostino and Pearson’s test for normality [18]. The programmer selects the alpha value for the normality test; here, we have used 0.1. Figure 6 shows the histogram of the means from one invocation of our compiler. The resulting near-normal distribution is now amenable to a rich set of statistical inference techniques. We utilize a two-sample, one-tailed t-test to evaluate whether the test binary generates a distribution of overall greater output distortion than the baseline. If it is greater, we reject this configuration.

In general, the output distortion evaluator is necessary to ensure that we do not transform any program to use worse-quality PRVGs than it originally uses. However, the real power of the output distortion evaluator stems from the fact that we can often greatly improve output quality by improving the quality of the PRVGs used by a program. In these cases, we can then tune other parameters to bring output quality closer to baseline. These parameters are program specific (e.g., annealing layers of canneal). We relied on the same parameters used by the STATS compiler [19]. Sometimes such parameters are more influential to program performance than just the PRVGs, so this process is crucial to the performance improvements we obtain.

To summarize, our compiler takes a C++ source as input, analyzes it for all PRVG uses and definitions, and iteratively tests several possible substitutions for each PRVG until it converges on an optimal solution. The resulting binary we generate produces output with at least as high quality as the original program, but does so more performantly. Next section describes the empirical evaluation of PRV Jeeves.

4 Evaluation
To measure the impact that the choice of PRVG has on real applications, we optimized all the PARSEC benchmarks that are randomized [11]. The original version of one of these benchmarks, bodytrack, uses a hand-written, domain specific PRVG, and yet we still observe that by selecting a higher quality PRVG, we decrease their overall execution time without sacrificing any output quality. This suggests that even expert knowledge of both PRVGs and a specific application may not be enough to select an optimal PRVG. Furthermore, we observe that different architectures require different PRVGs to produce optimal behavior, further solidifying the need for an automatic, platform-aware PRVG selector. Finally, we observe that the optimal decision differs when trying to optimize for performance, memory consumption, and output quality. Our system easily adapts to whatever criteria the programmer chooses to optimize, saving the programmer from writing a custom PRVG for each situation.

4.1 Experimental Setup
Next we describe the testbed we use for our experiments.

Platforms Our primary platform for evaluation, which we label server, consists of 16 Intel® Xeon® X5650 cores spread across 2 sockets, each running at 2.79 GHz. Each core has 32 KB of both private L1d and L1i cache and 256 KB of private L2 cache, each socket shares 8 MB of L3 cache, and the entire machine has 32 GB of DRAM.

Benchmarks Due to their expert implementation, broad community acceptance, and significant use of PRVG’s, we benchmark our system on the randomized applications in the PARSEC benchmark suite. Each benchmark is necessarily coupled with an application-specific module to evaluate its output quality. These benchmarks are bodytrack, ferret, swaptions, canneal, and streamcluster and we used the same output quality functions previously proposed for them [19, 39]. The only benchmark that needs further discussion is bodytrack because of its custom PRVG. Bodytrack takes a video in the form of a sequence of frames as input and identifies where the human body is located within each frame. To do this performantly, it subdivides each frame into several particles. Each particle randomly samples the pixels assigned to it and classifies each of those pixels. At termination, bodytrack outputs a set of vectors, one per frame, each containing the locations of the body in its frame. Bodytrack depends on a single hand-tuned PRVG, which is almost identical to the knuth_b generator from C++. To make a valid comparison to the other C++ PRVGs that we generate, we modify bodytrack to use knuth_b as its baseline PRVG.

Software Our entire system is built on top of LLVM 5.0.1 and all experiments were run on Linux version 3.10.0. Moreover, we used OpenTuner 0.8 to build our autotuner. Finally, we forced our autotuner to end its search in two hours.

Parameters and Inputs Our compiler presents several parameters that the developer can tune. For training, we use the simlarge input for every benchmark. When evaluating a configuration, we collect samples of 30 iterations, and we continue to collect samples until our test for the normality of the sample output quality means returns a p-value of at least 0.1, indicating 90% confidence that the underlying distribution is normal. For more precise distributions, the developer should increase the sample size and the critical p-value. After a group of sample means is determined to be normally distributed, we accept a configuration if the t-test comparing its output quality distribution to the baseline returns a p-value of 0.05. Again, increasing the critical p-value will result in greater certainty in the test decision.
Once the training phase has selected an optimal configuration, we test this configuration by running it 100 times under the native input. We do the same with the baseline configuration, and we compare the execution times and output qualities of iteration.

4.2 Performance Obtained by PRV Jeeves

Our compiler is able to automatically decrease the execution time of randomized programs without sacrificing their output quality. This is done by choosing PRVGs that better fit the specific needs of a compiled program. On average, we decrease the overall execution time down to 76% of the baseline (clang -O3 -march=native) (shown in Figure 7). The source of this speedup is described next.

Randomized programs are often designed with an iterative algorithm in it. This allows them to reach the minimum output quality robustly because such output gets further improved iteration after iteration (e.g., by trying different centroids in a K-cluster benchmark while keeping the best solution in memory: streamcluster). In randomized programs, like the PARSEC ones we target, there is a relation between the number of iterations needed to reach the target output quality and the quality of the PRVGs. The better PRVGs, the less iterations are needed. However, a PRVG with important randomness generates highly random values, but it costs in terms of latency and memory consumption. On the other hand, low quality PRVGs generate less quality random values, but they leave a small memory footprint and they are fast. PRV Jeeves finds the best sweet spot between quality of PRVGs, and therefore algorithm iterations, and their costs. This is what generated the time savings shown in Figure 7.

To further measure this relation between algorithm iterations and time saved by PRV Jeeves, Figure 8 shows the reduction in algorithm iterations for the target benchmarks. It is interesting to notice swaptions. This benchmark sees the biggest reduction of algorithm iterations because of the choice of a PRVG that generates high quality random values (knuth_b). However, because the latency of this PRVG is much higher than the one of the baseline, the time saving reduction shown in Figure 7, while significant, is less than the algorithm iteration reduction.

Finally, it is important to mention that PRV Jeeves chose different PRVGs for different benchmarks. So a simple static solution that, for example, picks always the PRVG with the highest amount of randomness is sub-optimal. For example, PRV Jeeves selected the ranlux48_base PRVG for bodytrack. Recalling Figure 1, this was the fastest PRVG on the randomness-latency pareto frontier and near the inflection point. On the other hand, PRV Jeeves selected the knuth_b PRVG for swaptions, which is a more balanced tradeoff between randomness and latency.

4.3 Output Quality

To preserve the original output quality, PRV Jeeves implements the tests described in Section 3.7. These tests are used during the autotuning loop to discard solutions that lead to less quality outputs.

To evaluate this aspect of PRV Jeeves, we measure the output quality of each benchmark over 100 runs. We do this for two binaries for each benchmark: the one generated by the baseline (i.e., clang -O3 -march=native) and the one generated by PRV Jeeves. Notice that each run of a binary generates a different output because of the randomness of the compiled program. It is important to understand the distribution of these outputs and whether PRV Jeeves changed such distribution.

Figure 9 shows the box plots of the output qualities of 100 iterations of both the baseline and our optimized version of each benchmark. Each output is compared against the oracle output, which defines the 100% output quality. The differences between the distributions of output qualities between the baseline and PRV Jeeves are too small. In other words, a t-test was unable to determine any significant difference in the overall distributions of the output distortions.
4.4 Impact of Alias Analyses

PRV Jeeves relies on the alias analyses included in the latest HELIX [14, 41] compiler to identify the states of the PRVGs used by the input program. Our results were 2-15% worst when the alias analysis of the earlier HELIX compiler [15, 16] was used. Low accuracy in alias analyses translates into less PRVGs identified and, therefore, less PRVGs targeted by PRV Jeeves. Less PRVG targeted means less opportunities to reduce the execution time of a program. To evaluate this impact, we run PRV Jeeves substituting the alias analyses with the oracle information. We generated such oracle with a tool built in house, which is similar to [29].

The accuracy of the alias analyses used is good enough for the benchmarks we targeted. This is shown by Figure 10. Even a potentially overestimate of the best possible alias analysis accuracy (i.e., oracle) does not increase significantly the time saved by PRV Jeeves.

5 Related Work

Although this work provides the first deep study into PRVG tradeoffs and the first automatic PRVG selector, PRV Jeeves is indebted to various prior work in pseudorandomness, autotuning, and instruction selection. We detail each as follows.

Pseudorandomness. PRV Jeeves can target several existing random value generators. C++ specifically draws on influential research to use three basic classes of PRVGs: linear congruential engines [35], mersenne twister engines [37], and subtract with carry engines, which are a subset of a more general class of PRVGs known as generalized Fibonacci generators [25]. The same work that presented generalized Fibonacci PRVGs also motivated the use for one of C++’s adaptors, the discard block engine. The other adaptor, the shuffle order engine, is drawn from an extensive study into numerical techniques [53].

For evaluating PRVGs, the computing community is deeply indebted to the seminal work of George Marsaglia [36]. The tests developed by Marsaglia are still the standard barometers for PRVG quality, and this work specifically borrows the birthday spacings test from the Diehard suite.

Figure 9. A comparison of the qualities of output produced by the original, baseline binaries and by the ones generated by PRV Jeeves. The two distributions are not significantly different.

![Figure 9](image-url)

Figure 10. Impact of improving alias analysis in PRV Jeeves. Current alias analyses are good enough to reach most opportunities to select better PRVGs.

At a more meta-level, randomness is completely essential to countless sub-domains of computing, including but not limited to information theory [50], machine learning and data analytics [26, 27, 40, 43, 46, 47, 49], computer vision [20, 21, 51], and quantum computing [30, 33, 34]. Furthermore, although much of the work in cryptography has focused on true randomness, PRVGs are still prevalent in cryptographic applications [12, 13, 32, 48]. Randomness in both security and consensus algorithms have significant implications to large-scale distributed systems, such as the Internet of Things [8, 9, 28, 38, 44].

Autotuning. PRV Jeeves relies on an ad-hoc autotuner to accelerate the search for good configurations of PRVGs. Our autotuner is built upon the OpenTuner framework [6]. This is similarly done by other projects [5, 7, 19, 45, 52].

Instruction Selection. One of the most important tasks for any compiler is the optimal selection of instructions to generate in the target language, subject to the semantic of the original code. PRV Jeeves can be conceptualized as a specific type of instruction selector - we select the best PRVG instructions. However, more general instruction selection has been an active and influential topic of research within the compiler community since its inception [3, 4, 10, 17, 22–24].

6 Conclusion

Existing programs rarely get the most out of their pseudorandom value generators. We have presented the first in-depth study of PRVG’s in C++ and the first compiler with a fully automatic PRVG selector. Through PRV Jeeves, we have demonstrated that migrating the choice of which PRVGs to use to a compiler comes with no cost; developers can stop thinking about PRVGs entirely and get significant performance improvements.
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